Colonial and Federal Period
Watches
Watches sold and used by our
ancestors before, during, and after the
Revolutionary War

A Little Bit of History
• Jamestown – 1607 later burned and lost
• Plymouth – 1620 Puritan colony succeeded with the help of local
native Americans
• New Amsterdam – 1624 held by the Dutch until 1674 when ceded to
the English in the Treaty of Westminster and renamed New York.
• New Haven – 1638 sub colony of Plymouth founded by Puritans
– Robert Embree – 1643 earliest American ancestor of Effingham Embree
late to militia training in New Haven (along with Thomas Yale the nephew
of Elihu, and 6 others). Fined 1 Shilling.

• Pennsylvania Province – 1682 by award to William Penn
• Over 150 years of peace in the colonies.

Did the Colonists Care What
Time it Was?
•
•
•

•
•

Before 1700 watches would have had little utility.
The introduction of the balance spring just before 1700 by Hooke/Tompion
first made watches more accurate than a quick look at the sky.
Some watches were undoubtedly imported into the colonies before 1700 but
with no colonial watch trade there is no ready way to identify them and they
would have been very rare.
By 1734 there was a watch trade and there is at least one watch with that date
believed to have been made in the colonies by Josiah Medley of Boston.
By the time of the Revolutionary War there were many watchmakers in the
major cities of Boston, New York and Philadelphia with their surrounding
towns and villages.

•

•

This watch by Josiah Medley has
quite a bit of evidence of Colonial
manufacture in Boston in the mid
1730’s.
If that is true, it could be the first
watch made in America.

Josiah
Medley

Isaac Thomas
Clockmaker

•
•
•

Isaac Thomas was a well known clockmaker in Willistown Pennsylvania.
One of his clocks is in the NAWCC collection.
This watch is hallmarked 1764 on the pair cases.

The Isaac Thomas watch has an interesting
monogram and date on the back of the
inner case that may connect it to the
Revolutionary War.

A Watch That
Went to War?

Thomas Family
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Isaac Thomas the Clockmaker was born in 1721 and died in 1802.
Three Thomases from Willistown fought in the Revolutionary War. (Isaac
Thomas, Joseph Thomas and Samuel Thomas).
Isaac the clockmaker would have been 55 in 1776 and probably was too old
to fight in addition to being a Quaker and a pacifist.
The Revolutionary War Isaac Thomas is probably the Clock-maker's son
who was born in 1754.
The others are likely his nephews.
The 1784 date on the watch is the year following the end of the war.
The odd monogram is typical of the “craft work” found on items decorated
by soldiers in the field.
The watch was 12 years old in 1776 and it could have been entrusted to
young Isaac by his pacifist Quaker father when he went off to war or
perhaps it was a gift on his safe return.

•
•
•
•
•

The watch was made in London in 1764 but the
dial appears to be American rather than London
in origin.
The movement is an average quality verge from
the mid 18th century.
Thomas was a cabinet maker and most likely
purchased both his clock movements and
watches.
It is possible that the watch was personally
marked for Thomas and that he did not normally
sell watches in the trade.
This is the only marked Thomas watch that I am
aware of.

Thomas
Watch

Effingham Embree*
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

The name Embree seems to be derived from Emery or Emory and was first
used in Effingham Embree’s family tree by the children of his ancestor
Robert Embree (who is listed in the New Haven and Stamford records as
Robert Emory).
Robert Embree died in 1656 and his widow remarried George Baldwin and
relocated with him to Hempstead, Long Island.
Robert’s son John eventually settled in Flushing and his great grandson John
was Effingham’s father.
Effingham Embree was born in Flushing, New York, in 1759 to John
Embree and Elizabeth Lawrence Embree.
The name Effingham seems to come from his mother’s side with his uncle
Effingham Lawrence.
The Effingham name is ultimately derived from the Earl of Effingham, but
the connection to Effingham Lawrence is not clear.
Effingham was apparently pleased with his given name and named two of
his sons Effingham Lawrence and Lawrence Effingham.
*Mary Ellen Embree LeBien has written a very nice semi-historical study of both Robert and
Effingham Embree. Most of the material on Effingham Embree is drawn from that source.

Effingham and the War
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Effingham grew up in Flushing, New York and was likely apprenticed to his relative
Thomas Pearsall at the age of 14 in 1773.
When the war began in April 1775, New York was for a little over a year under
control of the Americans and the Tories fled the city.
Effingham, although a Quaker, enlisted as a Private in the Company of Benjamin
Egbert.
In June and July of 1776, the British fleet arrived and retook the city beating
Washington badly at the battle of Long Island.
Washington’s army escaped across the East River to Manhattan.
Two weeks later the British fleet landed at Kip’s Bay (modern East 33rd St.) and the
Americans retreated to the North in disorder.
The American’s rallied and won the battle of Harlem Heights but could not hold the
island against the British fleet.
The British took control of Manhattan and held it until the Treaty of Paris in 1783.
Egbert’s Company may have joined Washington’s forces, but Effingham stayed
behind and apparently completed his apprenticeship during the war.

Effingham in Business
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Effingham would have completed his apprenticeship in 1780 while New York
was still occupied by the British.
He married his first cousin Mary Lawrence in December 1780.
In 1781 he was Thomas Pearsall’s partner advertising as Pearsall and Embree
at the corner of Beekman Slip.
In 1789 Embree is listed as living at 185 Queen St. with Mary and their two
sons and in business with Pearsall at 43 Queen St.
That is the last mention of Pearsall in the New York Directory and Register.
The partnership lasted 8 years and may have been dissolved by Pearsall’s
retirement from watchmaking.
Pearsall apparently went from watchmaking to real estate. In 1799 he is listed
as owning 4 Manhattan houses valued over £2,000 each (New York Pounds).

This watch is clearly of French origin and is believed
to be one of Embree’s early watches.
It is possibly that some Americans still felt
resentment toward the British and/or some affection
for the French because of the recent war.
The maker apparently thought that Embree was a
French name and accented it appropriately. They
were also not clear on the spelling of New York.
The case appears to be silver and could be of
American manufacture.

French Embree

This example is a nice English center
seconds verge watch with a cranked
second hand made to pass over the
arbor for the hour and minute hand.

English Embree

Effingham Retires
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The English example was probably made just before Embree’s retirement from the
clock and watch business in 1795.
Embree sold his business to Stephen Van Wyck and like Pearsall entered the real
estate business and also engaged in lending.
He had extensive holdings in Kentucky and also in New York City.
He lived in his childhood town of Flushing and became active in the work to free
slaves.
Eventually both he and his wife Mary returned to the Quaker meeting from which she
had been disowned for marrying her first cousin.
Embree died December 17th 1817 and left a substantial estate in trust for his wife and
children
On Embree’s death his slave and long time associate William Bailey, also known as
John, was freed.*
*It seems likely given Embree’s active participation in the Society for the Manumission of Slaves that John
was considered a member of the family and his slave status was overlooked. In any case a slave could not be
freed unless the Board of Overseers were convinced he had sufficient skills to take care of himself.

Stephen Van Wyck

•

•
•
•

Stephen Van Wyck was descended from Cornelius Barentse van Wyck, who was
born in Holland and emigrated to North America in 1660 and settled at Midwont,
which is now Flatbush. He was one of the Patentees of the tract of land granted by
William III (Stadtholder of Orange and King of England).*
Stephen may have been apprenticed to Effingham Embree and in any case became
his successor in business in 1795 at the 275 Pearl Street address.
There is an extensive article on Van Wyck in the NAWCC Bulletin for December
1998 by Jerzy Ganczarczyk that described another watch No. 8036 in some detail
and included a survey that uncovered 11 more watches.
It is interesting that this Van Wyck watch carries a watch paper with an address of
383 Pearl St. about 1 block from 275 Pearl St. The watchmaker is difficult to read,
but appears to be Griffen & H(indistinct).
*Recollections of an Old New Yorker,
Frederick van Wyck, 1932

The Van Wyck watch 4574 is a good quality large
verge with a London hallmark for 1802.
It is interesting to speculate how much, if any, content
Van Wyck contributed to this watch.
We will see another watch that is very similar in
appearance but is left in the “unsigned” state.
The dustcap shows definite signs that is was worked
on after it left London and the signature may have
been applied by Van Wycke who was listed as a
Silversmith and was likely also an engraver.

Van Wyck
Watch

While it is unusual to find a watch movement
made before 1812 that can be argued to have
American workmanship, there was a
substantial watch case industry developing by
1800.
The United States had many well known
Silversmiths before the Revolutionary War and
some of these must have made the occasional
watch case.
It is difficult to impossible to prove that the
cases were in fact made in the United States or
the Colonies since they could have been made
almost anywhere in Europe as well.
However, the collectors of these watches look
for signs of less sophisticated work and punch
marks that emulate English marks as evidence
that the case could be of American origin.

An “Unsigned”
American Watch

Although the movement and dial have
no marks and the case marks are not
decipherable, the watch carries two
watch papers that help in identification.

Owned by
Francis Grant

There are substantial similarities between Mr. Grants
watch and the watch signed by Stephen van Wyck.
The steel bushing on the balance of the Grant watch
would have been replaced by a diamond similar to the
van Wyck.
The Grant engraving is lighter and less refined.

Marked and
Unmarked

This example shows the relative uniformity of watches
between New York and Boston.
I don’t have much information about Peatling other
than the evidence of this watch.
It is of the larger “fashion” variety as opposed to small
common verge watches, but it lacks the diamond endstone and other decorative touches found on the Embree
and Van Wyck watches.
On the other hand the hands on this watch are
particularly well executed.

Peatling
Boston

•
•

•

The two Philadelphia watches make a sharp
contrast to one another.
The Ephraim Clark watch is by a well known
clockmaker and is clearly an item that was
brought in to fill out the stock for those who
wanted a watch. It does have nice hands and a
diamond end stone.
On the other hand the Billon watch is a very
dramatic French Calendar that is the product of
a shop catering to the sophisticated jewelry
trade.

Philadelphia
Watches

Brockbanks Peto
Cross Detent ca 1800

Very unusual Federal Period watch by Brockbanks of London with Peto’s Cross
Detent. Case signed Y&D N’YORK with two American Eagles. This would have
been one of the most expensive watches in America when it was first made.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

All the watches shown so far have had
some level of American content, if only the
name.
Hardly anyone in the colonies or the early
United States could afford to own a watch.
Of those few who could afford to carry a
watch, the watches shown so far would
have been restricted to the wealthy
residents of the larger cities and towns.
These two watches are typical 18th Century
verge watches.
They are known to have been used in
America because of the history carried by
their watch papers.
Both of these watches passed through the
shop of Joshua Wilder in Hingham.
Wilder was a man of many talents and a
neighbor of the young Edward Howard,
who later, with Aaron Dennison, gave birth
to the American System of watch
production. While Howard was in Hingham
he worked at making plows.

Typical
Colonial Watch

These watches are small and are decorated to
the minimum that the English craft process
would allow.
Even when told to make a cheap watch the
English craftsmen would provide a good finish.
Features such as dust caps and end stones were,
of course, omitted.

Countryside
Watches

Another Connection to
American Watchmaking
This next watch is dated 1833 making it a bit later than the Federal period.
The previous pair of verges could also be from this same period since they
cannot be dated.
The watchmaking community was pretty small, so it is not too surprising to
find another name associated with the later efforts in Waltham.
Daniel Bucklin Fitts was one of the more important operatives at Waltham
and held the patent on an early device to protect against mainspring
breakage.
The design is generally believed to be the first precursor to the motor barrel
that was so important in American railroad watches.
D. B. Fitts was from Holliston Mass and this watch is signed B. Fitts,
Holliston.
I have not found the Fitts genealogy, but I believe that B. Fitts was D. B.
Fitts father.

B. Fitts’ watch is slightly higher in quality
than the two common verge watches.
The watch is in a sterling silver case, but
has no cap.
The very low serial number raises the
possibility that the watch was imported “in
the gray” and finished by Fitts.

B. Fitts Verge
Watch

•
•

•

The only fully documented watches produced in the
Federal period are those made by Luther and Parley
Goddard in Grafton, Mass.
There are a number of other watches that seem to
have a lot of American content but do not have the
quantities and documentation of the Goddard
examples.
These watches are not available for this exhibit, but
were featured in the 2002 NAWCC Seminar in
Boxboro Mass.
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Goddard
and Sons
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